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Imager (AHI)for Indonesian peat fires in 2015.
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Abstract :We investigated the feasibility of using the Himawari-8, a Japanese meteorological geostationary
 

satellite with high temporal resolution (receiving data at 10-minute intervals), to measure the time from fire
 

outbreak to extinction.We selected the study area in Central Kalimantan,in Indonesia,containing peatland.We
 

first investigated which band of Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI)is more sensitive for detecting fire areas and
 

which band is suitable for tracking time-series change of fire area.Therefore,we first used the Landsat 8 data of
 

2015/10/22 for visual interpretation of the fire area and then selected pixels corresponding to the fire area from the
 

AHI data acquired at about the same time as the Landsat 8 data.We found that band 7 of the AHI is the most
 

suitable for detecting fire area even if the ratio of fire area in one pixel is low,and we assumed that not only high
 

values of band 7 but also the short-term fluctuations are characteristics of fires.To establish this assumption,we
 

separated the value of band 7 into 2 components,mean value and short-term fluctuations,μtm,and Dtm,respective-

ly.Then,we applied these two indices to the data for September 2015 and confirmed how fire occurrence and
 

extinguishment were captured by these two indices.

Keywords: keyword 1 high temporal resolution;keyword 2 mid-infrared;keyword 3 short-term fluctuations

１.Introduction

 

In recent years, large-scale fires have been fre-

quent.Liu et al.(2013)showed that fire potential is
 

expected to increase in many regions across the
 

continental United States,mainly caused by future
 

warming trends.Jolly et al.(2015)showed a 108.1%

increase in global burnable area, affected by a
 

global increase in the length of fire weather seasons
 

during the second half of the study period.Addition-

ally,the IPCC (2014)has predicted that forest fires
 

will become more frequent with global warming.

Therefore, the early detection of forest fires has
 

become a more important problem in recent years.

And satellite data is one of the useful tools to detect

 

fires in a wide range.

In general,for early detection of forest fires,it is
 

necessary to use satellite data with at least medium
 

spatial resolution (～1 km)and high temporal reso-

lution (Schroeder et al. (2008),Fuchs et al. (2015)).

For this purpose, several satellites from the 1980s
 

have been used to detect forest fires.Many papers
 

have been published about this type of fire detec-

tion, using sun-synchronous polar-orbiting satel-

lites such as NOAA AVHRR (e.g. Cahoon et al.

(1994),Rauste et al.(1997),Boles and Verbyla(1999),

Giglio et al. (1999)), MODIS (e.g. Seielstad et al.

(2000), Giglio et al. (2003), Morisette et al. (2005),

Hawbaker et al.(2008),Freeborn et al.(2014),Giglio
 

et al. (2016)), and Landsat (Bohme et al. (2015),

Schroeder et al. (2016)). However, the temporal
 

resolution of these sun-synchronous polar-orbiting
 

satellites is low to find out forest fires early and
 

observe the expansion of their damage continuous-

ly.
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Geostationary satellites are also being used for
 

fire detection.The range of the geostationary satel-

lite observation space is limited and the spatial
 

resolution is low.Then the fire detection capability
 

of geostationary satellites tends to be lower than
 

that of the sun-synchronous polar-orbiting satel-

lites(Schroeder et al.(2010)).However,the temporal
 

resolutions of geostationary satellites are very high
 

compared with the sun-synchronous polar-orbiting
 

satellite and it is possible to monitor the fire in
 

succession (Calle et al.(2006),Xu et al.(2010)).

Temporally continuous fire observation is impor-

tant in several ways.To measure the recovery of
 

the vegetation in a burnt area, it is important to
 

analyze the details of the actual fire.An interaction
 

exists between the forest fire regime and forest
 

landscape structure (Bonan and Shugart (1989),

Lecomte et al.(2006)).Many papers have developed
 

spatial models that demonstrate the interactions
 

between forest fires and forest landscape(Antonovs-

ky et al.(1989),Li et al.(1995)).Keane et al.(2004)

classified 45 landscape fire succession models
 

according to fire ignition, fire spread, fire effects,

and vegetation succession, and some papers have
 

been published that compare these models (Cary et
 

al.,2006,Yang et al.(2008)).If it is possible continu-

ous observation of the fire by geostationary satel-

lites with sufficiently short observation time inter-

vals,we can observe the forest fire,which is similar
 

to real-time observation and is possible to observe
 

the speed and direction of fire spread,in particular,

the fire characteristics listed by Kerne.

And it is also important to measure the period
 

from fire occurrence to extinguishment for deter-

mining the amount of burnt biomass.Wooster et al

(2005) showed that the relationship between FRP

(Fire Radiative Power,measure of the rate of radi-

ant heat output from a fire)calculated from MIR

(Mid-Infrared) band of SEVIRI, the sensor in
 

Meteosat8 and the burned fuel mass is linear and
 

from the fire period and the fuel mass per unit time
 

that estimation is possible for burned-out biomass.

To monitor the fire from occurrence to extingui-

shment,we selected Himawari-8.Himawari-8 is a
 

Japanese weather stationary satellite that was laun-

ched in October 2014 and became fully operational
 

in July 2015(Bessho et al.(2016)).The satellite has
 

a new payload called the Advanced Himawari
 

Imager (AHI), a sixteen-channel multispectral
 

imager with high spatial resolutions of 0.5 to 2 km,

compared to other geostationary satellites. From
 

the AHI,data are received every 10 minutes,mean-

ing the temporal resolution is high enough for the
 

early detection of forest fires. Then some papers
 

have already been published about not only to
 

detect the forest fires in coverage of AHI (e.g.

Fatkhuroyan et al. (2017) in Indonesia, Na et al.

(2018)in China-Mongolia Border Regions,Liu et al.

(2018) in China-Russia Border area, Jang et al.

(2019)in South Korea)but also to retrieve the FRP
 

by using AHI data (Xu et al.,2019).

In this paper,we aimed to follow from occurrence
 

to extinguishment of fire,measure the period of fire
 

in the peatland.Fires in peatland area emit a large
 

amount of carbon, and the impact of peat fires
 

affect not only Indonesia but also the surrounding
 

countries,which is one of the serious environmental
 

problems (Wiggins et al. (2018)). Carbon was
 

released from not only the tree and vegetation but
 

also peat combustion.Also,Smoldering is a major
 

combustion process in peat fires, releasing large
 

amounts of carbon and smoke into the atmosphere

(Huang and Rain,2019).Page et al.(2002)estimated
 

that between 0.81 and 2.57 Gt of carbon were
 

released to the atmosphere in 1997,an El Nino year,

as a result of burning peat and vegetation in In-

donesia.Since peatland fires often take a long time
 

to extinguish and the scale of the fire is large,

geostationary satellites with low spatial resolution
 

are expected to track the fire’s temporal changes.

We examined whether changes in the value of AHI
 

could track the time-series change from fire occur-

rence to extinguishment.To do so,we first need to
 

identify which band of the AHI is suitable for track-

ing the time-series change of the fire. Then, we
 

compared the values of the AHI pixels at the fire
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location with the values of the non-fire pixels to see
 

which indices were suitable for observing the time-

series change of the fire.Next,we used fire data
 

from different periods at the same location to see if
 

the AHI indices could track the time-series change
 

of the fire area.

２.Method

2.1 Selecting the Study area and Data
 

We selected a study area within Indonesia
 

because many large-scale forest fires occurred from
 

September to October 2015.According to the peat-

land map of Badan Restorasi Gambut (BRG,Peat-

land Restoration Agency in Indonesia (2016)),these
 

areas belong to peatland.We sought a forest fire
 

area that possessed Landsat 8 data with little cloud
 

influence. Based on this desired condition, we
 

selected the area around Palangkaraya,the capital
 

of the Indonesian province of Central Kalimantan,

including the Katingan and Pulang Pisau Regencies,

which are located within the Central Kalimantan
 

Province, on the island of Kalimantan (Borneo),

Indonesia (Figure 1).

The spectral  characteristics of the 16-

multispectral AHI imager are shown in Table 1.For
 

AVHRR,4μm channel is suitable for detection of
 

the hot spot (Belward et al. (1994)), and MODIS,

4μm and 11μm channels are used in the fire detec-

tion algorithm(Giglio et al.(2003)).For Landsat 8,a
 

paper has shown that SWIR (2.1-2.3μm)is suitable
 

for fire detection (Schroeder et al (2016).).Also for
 

AHI,for monitoring of grassland fire in China,band
 

3,4 and 7 were used(Na et al.(2018),and band 7 and
 

band 13 are tested to detect fire in Australia(Hally
 

et al.(2016),Wickramasinghe et al.(2016),and Liu et
 

al.(2016)).Therefore,to investigate the AHI ability
 

of forest fire detection,we first visually deciphered
 

the images in each band and determined that the
 

SWIR band(corresponding to band 6 of AHI),which
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Figure 1. Target area
 

a) The location of study area on the island of Kalimantan
 

b) Landsat 8 image(2015/10/22,RGB＝band 6,5,and 4),we selected fire area and other 2 land cover classes(forest
 

area and cultivated area).
c) AHI image(2015/10/22,RGB＝band 7,6,and 5),corresponding to the Landsat data.

a) b) c)

Table 1. Band number,horizontal resolution,and wavelength of AHI 8
 

Band number １ ２ ３ ４ ５ ６ ７ ８ ９ 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

horizontal
 

resolution (km)
１ １ 0.5 １ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２ ２

wave length (μm) 0.470.510.640.86 1.6 2.3 3.9 6.2 6.9 7.3 8.6 9.6 10.411.212.413.3



was effective in Landsat 8,was not appropriate for
 

this study because it was more affected by smoke
 

than the fire area.We also checked the images in
 

bands 11 to 16, which correspond to the thermal
 

infrared bands,and confirmed that these six images
 

were very similar in trend.Hence we selected band
 

7,which is the mid-infrared band that was suitable
 

for fire detection with low-resolution satellites,and
 

band 13 from the thermal infrared band, that has
 

already been used in other papers. (San-Miguel

-Ayanz and Ravail (2005)). Visual interpretation
 

from Landsat 8 band 6, 5, and 4 composite color
 

images confirmed that fires occurred in three scenes
 

on 2015/09/04, 2015/09/22, and 2015/10/22. There-

fore,we selected the 2 AHI data sets corresponding
 

to those shooting dates:01/09/2015 to 25/09/2015
 

and 19/10/2015 to 26/10/2015.

2.2 Choose a band to detect fire time-series
 

change
 

We checked whether band 7 or band 13 of the AHI
 

is more suitable to represent the time-series change
 

of the fire scene.The data used was from October.

Since we knew from Google Earth Pro that most of
 

the fires were caused by the spread of firebreaks
 

associated with agricultural land development and
 

that the target area was forested before the fire,we
 

examined the two bands to see if we could separate
 

the forest from the fire area. Therefore, the first
 

question is how large fire in the forest can be

 

detected,and the second question is that the extent
 

of the fire can be traced along with the time series
 

and whether the cultivated land and the fire area
 

can be separated after the fire ends.

The first step was to see how small a fire area
 

could be detected in either band. The Landsat 8
 

image of 22/10/2015 was used to decipher the fire
 

area. Schroeder et al. (2016) state that SWIR is
 

considered to be suitable for fire area estimation.

Therefore,we used both the color composite images
 

of bands 7,5,and 4 in addition to band 10 of Landsat
 

8 to read the fire area,and set the threshold value of
 

band 10 for visual reading when both images over-

lapped (Figure 2). The threshold value was set to
 

302.5 degrees.The range of values above this thresh-

old was defined as the fire area in Landsat 8.In the
 

same way,Landsat 8 was used to select the area of
 

forest and fire site.The selected area was checked
 

by Google Earth Pro and the pixels were selected
 

from the areas that could be judged as uniform
 

forest as possible.

Then,from the AHI data taken at the same time
 

as Landsat 8, the band 7 and band 13 AHI pixels
 

corresponding to the area containing the fire area
 

were identified.However,since there was a discrep-

ancy between the Landsat 8 data and the AHI data,

it was necessary to visually adjust the positions.

Also,since the resolution of the AHI data is 2 km,

the pixels indicating the fire area include the sur-

rounding areas that have not yet been burned or
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Figure 2. Example of fire area in AHI band 7 (left)and Landsat band 7,5,4 color image(right),2015/10/22.



damaged by fire.We then examined the relationship
 

between the percentage of fire area in the AHI and
 

the value of the AHI.At this time,we selected the
 

forest as the location with zero fire ratio area and
 

calculated the AHI values for the forest before the
 

fire to see if the pre-and-fire areas could be separat-

ed (Figure 3).

Next,we checked how fire areas could be captur-

ed in the time-series data.After the fire is extingui-

shed,the land is used as cultivated land.Therefore,

to know when the fire is extinguished,the fire area
 

and cultivated land must be separated before the
 

fire is extinguished. Therefore we graphed the 7-

day time series of pixel changes in the AHI for the
 

fire area,forest,and cultivated land,respectively,to
 

see if the time-series changes in fire area could be
 

distinguished from the time-series changes in forest
 

and cultivated land (Figure 4). At this time, the
 

cultivated land was deciphered from Landsat 8 and
 

Google Earth Pro.However, since it was not pos-

sible to separate old burned areas from cultivated
 

areas,the cultivated area pixel in the AHI includes
 

both old burned areas and cultivated areas.

These two results were then used to determine
 

which band was best suited to track the time-series

 

change in fire(Figure 4).

2.3 Establishing two indices for fire analysis
 

By the three tracing graphs of the suitable band,

we found that the graph of fire area experienced
 

short-term fluctuations,moving up and down about
 

every 10 minutes. In contrast, the graphs of forest
 

area and cultivated area fluctuated smoothly in the
 

one-day cycle.Thus,we consider that not only the
 

high value of a suitable band but also short-term
 

fluctuations are characteristics of fire.

To confirm this assumption, we separated the
 

value of the band into 2 components:mean value
 

and amplitude range of short-term fluctuations.We
 

used the moving average method and defined it as
 

shown in Equation (1)and (2);

μ ＝μ(tm)＝mean (X),(unit:K) (1)

D ＝D(tm)＝abs (X －μ )(unit:K) (2)

X＝brightness temperature of AHI band at time t,

(unit:K)

t＝tm-30～tm＋30), (unit:minutes)

tm＝time variable (unit:10 minutes)

From time-series data,we knew that short-term
 

fluctuations occur approximately 3 to 5 times in 2
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Figure 3. Scatter diagram of AHI brightness temperature and ratio of fire area by Landsat 8.
According to a),fire can be detected if the ratio of the fire in pixel is about 2% by using band 7,on the other hand,
from b) we found that fire can’t be detected the fire pixel even if the ratio of the fire area is over 5% by using band

 
13.

a:band 7  b:band 13



 

hours.Then we set that the time-averaged range is
 

1 hour,as short as possible,and including at least 1
 

cycle of fluctuations,every 30 minutes before and
 

after the target time.As a longer period is set for
 

the time-average method,it takes a longer time to
 

calculate 2 indices and the temporal resolution of
 

AHI could not be exploited.

We confirmed the behavior of these two indices,

μ ,mean of X and D ,range of short-term fluctu-

ations in X by applying this method to the pixels of
 

the fire area from the October data.

We then used these two indices on time-series
 

data from different time periods to examine the
 

behavior of pixel values corresponding to extingui-

shed areas and fire areas to see if these two indices
 

are effective in tracking changes in the fire time
 

series.To identify fire areas,we used two Landsat
 

8 images taken within 16 days (09/04/2015 and 09/

22/2015)to visually decipher fire areas and tracked
 

the values of AHI pixels corresponding to these
 

areas from 01/09/2015 to 25/09/2015(Figure 5).The
 

unburned forest pixels were also selected to be
 

treated as background data. The duration of the
 

AHI data was set to be a few days longer before and

 

after the two Landsat 8 image capture agencies to
 

study the fire locations in the Landsat image before
 

and after the fire.

However, due to the large scale of the fire, the
 

cloud and smoke effects extended to the surround-

ing forest area, and the overall D values were
 

higher than the same area in October,as a result,it
 

was difficult to decipher when the fire started.

Therefore,the following index was developed based
 

on the expectation that D would continue to be
 

high in the fire area.

Hence,we defined the new index,Ci.The defini-

tion of Ci is as shown in Equation (3)-(4):

Tr i(tm) ＝1;If D i

＝0;If D ＜i (3)

Ci＝ΣTr i(t) (4)

t＝tm-30～tm＋30 (unit:minutes)

In Equation (3), i is the threshold of D , bigger
 

than the D of the unburnt area and less than that
 

of the fire area. We tested i＝3, 5, and 10, then
 

defined i＝5 as suitable to find the fire period and Ci
 

as C5.C5 means that D takes a value bigger than
 

5 C5 times within the period between tm-30 minutes
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Figure 4. Graphs that follows the time series changes of 3 type area between 7 days.
Black line:fire area,dot line:forest area,gray line:cultivated area (contain old burnt area)
a:band 7,b:band 13

 
gray background area:Periods considered to be under the influence of clouds

 
From a),we can separate the fire line from forest line(because of high value)and cultivated line(because of short-term

 
fluctuations),on the other hand,from b),we can’t separate the forest area and fire area.



to tm＋30 minutes,and takes an integer value from
 

0 to 7.

We then investigated the behavior of the pixel
 

value corresponding to fire extinguishment and fire
 

outbreak areas using C5 andμ .

３.Results

3.1 Suitable band to detect fire time-series change
 

We estimated the ratio of fire area from between
 

band 10 of Landsat 8 and AHI band 7 and 13 values

(Figure 3) As a result, there is no relationship
 

between the fire area ratio and the value of band 7,

but the fire area is clearly separated from the forest.

On the other hand, for band 13, there is a propor-

tional relationship between the fire area percentage,

but the fire area cannot be separated from the
 

forest, then we found that band 7 is more suitable
 

than band 13 to detect the small fire area. The
 

percentage of fire area within a pixel required to
 

detect band 7 was estimated from the 16 samples
 

used in the graph.Of the area proportions within the
 

samples used, the three from the smallest were
 

1.54%,the three from the smallest were 2.3%,and
 

the three from the smallest were 2.6%.Therefore,if
 

the fire percentage within one pixel is more than
 

2%,it is considered to be detectable in band 7.

And from graphs of time series change(Figure 4),

we found the following ;except the period of cloud
 

influence(10/21 and 10/25 in graph 5.),band 7 values
 

in the fire area were always kept the value more
 

than 10K higher than those in the forest area.On the
 

other hand,band 13 values in both the fire area and
 

the forest area were almost the same,therefore we
 

decided band 7 is also more suitable than band 13 to
 

trace the fire area.However,it was found that even
 

in band 7, the value of cultivated land was higher
 

than the value of fire land for a period of time
 

during the day, so it was not possible to simply
 

separate fire land from cultivated land using the
 

threshold value.

3.2 Temporal characteristics of the indices
 

As mentioned in 3.1, the value of band 7 is not
 

appropriate to indicate the timing of fire extinguish-

ment as it is. Therefore, we considered using the
 

short-term fluctuations of the pixels corresponding
 

to the fire area as another indicator of the extent of
 

the fire.So we calculated D andμ for band 7 of
 

the AHI in October to confirm the behavior of the
 

two indices.We selected two fire area pixels and 1
 

forest area pixel, traced the value of the band 7
 

pixels for 7 days,and calculated μ ,D ,and the
 

calibration error of the AHI sensor,which used a
 

value for radiometric calibration accuracy of 0.42%

(AHI performance test results)Then,we compared
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Figure 5. Area that fire spread and extinguished in 16 days.A and B are Landsat 8 band 10 image and C and D are
 

AHI band 7 image.Date of A and C is 2005/09/04 and date of B and D is 2015/09/20.
From A and B images,we found fire area (Bright white area in imageA)expanded diagonally upward from the lower

 
left and was extinguished within 16 days (light gray area in imageB).So we selected pixels at location (Q1 to Q7 in

 
image C).For these pixels we calculatedμ and Ci and followed the change of these indices with the change in fire.



the values of the fire and forest areas (Figure 6).

Next,we usedμ and C5,instead of D ,to trace
 

the pixel that corresponded to fire breakout and
 

spread areas. We used the dataset obtained from
 

September and selected the area.

We traced and graphedμ and C5 for 7 pixels(Q1

-Q7 in Figure 3). To compare it with the non-fire
 

area,we also used theμ of forest area (Figure 7).

From the graphs of μ and C5 (Figure 7), we
 

found that bothμ and C5 changed with the change
 

in the fire area.C5 took the big value in the 1st day
 

in Q5 to Q7,but on the 2nd day,both of C5 andμ

were decreased to the level of forest in Q7 and C5
 

appeared in Q3 to Q4.The C5 continued to take the
 

value from the 1st day to the 6th day,then decreased
 

from the 5th day to the 9th day in Q6. In Q5, C5
 

continued to appear from 1 day to 9th day,while
 

increased from Q2 to Q4, continuing to take the
 

large value until the 9th day. In addition, in these

 

periods,μ continued to possess a higher value than
 

that of forest area.Hence,we assume that in these
 

periods,the fire spread from Q7 to Q5 on the 1st to
 

the 5th day,and from Q5 to Q2 on the 6th to 9th day.

μ got the highest value on the 8th day in Q2 to Q5
 

and the influence of the fire appeared in Q1,Q6,and
 

Q7,but it was not so strong.

In contrast,in the daytime between the 10th and
 

12th days,μ of Q2 to Q7 pixels were higher than
 

that of forest area,but C5 took the value of 0 and 1
 

in the same period.From band 7 graphs of Figure 5,

we could determine that the behavior is similar to
 

the graph of cultivated area. Hence, we can con-

clude that the fire ended once in these areas.Fire
 

restarted on the 13th day in Q7,and the influence of
 

clouds continued in Q1 to Q7 on the 14th to the 17th
 

day,but after the 17th day,μ was higher than that
 

of forest area,while C5 was 0 or 1.Only in Q1,the
 

difference ofμ in Q1 and that of forest area was
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Figure 6. Comparison between forest area and fire areas by using X ,μ and D
a:forest area  b and c:fire area

 
D of forest is almost always smaller than that of fire area,b and c.
From 10/19 to 10/22,μ of b) is higher than that of c).After 10/22,in b),both of D andμ are decreased and

 
approaching the value of 2 indices of forest,but in c),D are continued to keep the big value.And compared D of

 
forest and calibration error,D of fire area＞error.



small,except for the 8th to 10th day.Therefore,we
 

can assume that the influence of fire was small in
 

Q1.

４.Discussion

4.1 Indices and fire area
 

Comparing the time series of the graphs for the
 

fire and non-fire regions (Fig.5),it was found that
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Figure 7. Trace line of 7 pixels (Q1-Q7 in Figure 2),from 2015/09/1 to 2015/09/21.
Black line:μ of each target pixel.Gray line:μ of forest area pixel(for references).Dot line:C5 of each target pixel.
Light gray background color range:The range that was estimated that the fire was progressing using μ and C5.
Q5 and Q6 were under the effect of fire from 9/1 to 9/5.From 9/5,fire in Q6 was being extinguished,in other hand,
from Q5 to Q2, the fire started to strengthen from 9/5 and became largest on 9/8. In all pixels, fire was being

 
extinguished in 9/10.From 9/13 to 9/17,the fire started and continued in Q7,and there was the effect in Q1 to Q6.



the graph for the fire region in band 7 shows a short

-term variation with a width distinguishable from
 

the other two graphs.From graph 6,the amplitude
 

of the values was deciphered to be about 5 in the fire
 

region. Therefore, even in the graph showing the
 

relationship between the values of band 7 and the
 

area of the fire area, it can be assumed that each
 

pixel has a shift of about ±5 respectively concern-

ing the original temperature of the fire area.This
 

misalignment may be one of the reasons why we
 

cannot find a relationship between the fire area and
 

band 7.

From the graph in Fig.6,it is confirmed that the
 

D of forest area (a)is small enough compared to
 

the calibration error,except for 10/20 and 10/24-25.

On the other hand,in (b)and (c),it was found that
 

D tended to take a large value(more than 5)when
 

the value ofμ continuously took more than 300k.

The fact that the value of D is larger in the fire
 

area and that the value of D for the forest is larger
 

in the September time series data than in the Octo-

ber time series data suggests that one of the causes
 

of this short-term oscillation is the effect of smoke
 

in the fire area.Although it is difficult to separate
 

smoke and clouds at a distance from the fire source,

since smoke is hotter than clouds,it is considered to
 

be a fire whenμ increases with D and a cloud
 

whenμ decreases.

4.2 Characteristics of the indices
 

At the stage of the fire, μ and D (or Ci)

increase almost simultaneously,but later,even after
 

D and Ci decrease,μ remains about 10 degrees
 

higher than that of the forest during the daytime,

indicating a transition to a state similar to the graph
 

of temperature change in the cultivated land after
 

the fire.Therefore, it is inappropriate to useμto
 

estimate the fire suppression time,and it is neces-

sary to use D (Ci).

So,what are the possible causes of D ?Accord-

ing to the experiment of USUP et al.(2004),when a
 

peat fire occurs,the drying of the peat layer occurs
 

first.When the temperature of the dry peat rises to

 

260°C, pyrolysis and oxidation of peat occur, and
 

when the temperature rises above 260°C, pyrolysis
 

and oxidation of char occur.As a result, the peat-

land fire is progressing with the temperature
 

fluctuating from 250°C to 370°C, which may be
 

regarded as a relatively short-term temperature
 

fluctuation in the range of 2 km resolution.In this
 

case,D in the fire area is always considered to be
 

larger than the value of D in the non-fire area.

However, in the D graph of the forest area
 

shown in Fig.6a, we can see that the D value
 

increases and theμ value decreases from October
 

24 to 25.Since the range of variation of D during
 

this period is the same in the forest area and the fire
 

area,it is considered that the range of variation of
 

D is the same in the fire area and the forest area,

and therefore, the variation of D value does not
 

include the temperature change peculiar to the fire
 

area,and the influence of clouds and smoke is more
 

significant.

Na et al.(2018),the target area of the fire in the
 

Mongolian steppe,also estimated the occurrence of
 

the fire from the brightness temperature of band 7,

but the burned area was detected in band 4,and the
 

direction of the fire was estimated from its expan-

sion.Since it took two days and eight hours from
 

the start of the fire to the end of the fire, it is
 

thought that the change in the burned area was
 

sufficiently captured even at 2 km resolution.On the
 

other hand,in the peatland,the target area of this
 

study,the fire temperature is relatively low and the
 

effect of smoke is large.The fire in each pixel lasts
 

for a week or more at most,and the smoke effect
 

also continues. Therefore, it was not possible to
 

estimate the burned area in Band 4.

In the case of a typical forest fire,the temperature
 

is estimated to be about 800°C. In this case, the
 

difference in brightness temperature between the
 

fire area and the burned area is likely to be larger
 

than that between the fire area and the burned area
 

in peatland.In this case,the difference in brightness
 

temperature between the fire area and the burned
 

area is likely to be larger than the difference
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between the fire area and the burned area in a
 

peatland. Therefore, it is highly likely that the
 

brightness temperature of the bands can separate
 

these two.

Conversely,the indices of D and Ci are likely to
 

be effective in long-term, smoke-intensive areas
 

such as peatland fires,but D may not be effective
 

in other cases,and its threshold may change.

５.Conclusions

 

In this study, we found that band 7 of HIM-

AWARI 8/AHI could follow in 10-minutes steps
 

from the early stage of fire to extinction.Also,we
 

found that not only the value of band 7 itself but
 

also the short-range fluctuation(20-40 minutes for 1
 

cycle)of value is the feature of the fire pixel.Then
 

we decided on two indices,μ ,1-hour time average
 

value of band 7 and D ,range of short-term fluctu-

ation that was able to be detected using the high-

temporal resolution satellite data. The μ of the
 

fire pixel value is always higher than that of the
 

forest area pixel, then the fire area is distinguish-

able from the forest area only byμ .On the other
 

hand,sometimes,D decrease althoughμ continu-

ous to be high,and we can estimate that fire become
 

to extinguish.And using these two indices,we could
 

assume the fire intensity of the target fire area and
 

the period from fire occurrence to extinguishment.

However,even if the value of D is large,ifμ is
 

low,it is considered to be the effect of clouds.So,it
 

can not be judged as a fire,simply because the value
 

of D is large.By combining the two indices,it was
 

possible to observe the fire spreading over 10 km in
 

about 10 days.

In this study,we confirmed how a fire is shown
 

from AHI data, and in the next step,we want to
 

analyze the AHI data with ground truth data, for
 

example, the direction of wind and condition of
 

burnt area (e.g., the fire is not so strong that only
 

tree crowns were burnt,or the fire is so strong that
 

tree trunks were carbonized), and burnt biomass
 

itself.We think there are still some uncertainties in

 

the factors of Dtm and Ci.Therefore,we want to
 

confirm how these indices are related to specific
 

processes, for example, the relationship between
 

two indices and burnt biomass.It is considered that
 

there is a relationship between D and smoke,

which is one of the causes of air pollution.Then we
 

would like to investigate if there is a quantitative
 

relationship between these indices from satellite
 

data and burnt biomass.
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